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Three of the words in each group have a similar meaning. Cross out the word that 

has a different meaning in each group.

Example: colour    hue    glow    tint

1.  ascend    grow    climb    soar

2.  trustee    guardian    foster-parent    adoptive parent

3.  chase    hound    stalk    seek 

4.  minute    exhaustive    byzantine    thorough

5.  application    feat    diligence    endeavour

6.  inhibit    limit    restrict    detain 

7.  reliable    certain    positive    confident

8.  associate    blend    fuse    merge

9.  component    feature    constituent    sphere 

10. crumble    disintegrate    subside    break up

11. accumulate    obtain    collect    hoard

12. display    exhibit    show    shroud 

13. sympathetic    compassionate    warm    understanding

14. scan    examine    inspect    scrutinise

15. categorise    manage    classify    sort

16. booking    series    order    reservation

17. even    flat    horizontal    rough 

18. problem    issue    copy    edition

19. operation    business    surgery    company

20. forewarning    token    omen    presage
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